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The material ﬂow is a major focus point in improving productivity in today’s product diversiﬁed
manufacturing organizations. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of efﬁcient methods to control material
ﬂow through manufacturing processes in cases where multi-item tracking is difﬁcult to achieve. This
paper presents an RFID-based RTLS (Real-Time Location System) solution for obtaining multi-item workin-process visibility within a manufacturer. It delivers detailed performance metrics through RTLS data
analysis in order to evaluate workﬂow performance and to obtain a lean process. We pre-ﬁlter the RTLS
data through the development of a middleware data collection method to acquire near real-time
performance evaluation. A case study illustrates the complete process including measurements before
and after a workﬂow redesign. The increased level of detail from RFID measurements yields new insights
into shop ﬂoor actions and the real effects of redesign efforts.
& 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Radio Frequency Identiﬁcation (RFID) is an automatic identiﬁcation technology for tagging objects and receiving object data
wirelessly by the signal transmissions between tag and antennas,
linked to a central server. Its main function is to register real-time
information on the identity and location of the tags. This technology for industrial purposes was ﬁrst initiated in supply chain
operations [1,2]. Up to now, many RFID applications have been
discussed for supply chain purposes, but also manufacturing
practices have been reported [3]. However, increasingly the shop
ﬂoor has to be synchronized with the RFID-enabled supply chain
[4] and for this RFID technology must be adapted to the manufacturing environment. In order to track tagged products or objects
on a shop ﬂoor, RFID technology is employed in a Real-Time
Location System (RTLS) conﬁguration. RTLS is a system that locates
objects automatically within a pre-deﬁned area and is able to
monitor them in real-time [5,6]. This system generally utilizes
active RFID tags that signal periodically to the RFID reader antennas
surrounding an area to precisely track moving targets [7]. This
paper explores the potential of RFID technology, as an RTLS
solution, for manufacturing implementation.
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Companies must constantly control and improve manufacturing performance to remain competitive. The major concern of
businesses is to maintain sufﬁcient up-to-date workﬂow knowledge to be able to effectively advance performance. This workﬂow
knowledge, which contains measures of material ﬂow, worker
utilization and many complex events [8], has up to now not been
investigated in an automated manner. Time measurements are
mostly being performed manually by stopwatches and video
analysis. In complex shop ﬂoor situations, these tools are not
accurate enough, and too time-consuming for regular use. The lack
of advanced measurement tools and incomplete shop ﬂoor data
lead to a decrease in analysis skills within companies, and a
further reduction of detailed ﬂow studies [9]. As a result, currently
many production companies lack clear visibility into their internal
plant logistics, and cannot adequately reconﬁgure their shop
ﬂoors, in order to meet the changes in customer demand and
product variety.
The purpose of the research is twofold:

 Identify the potential of RFID location tracking in workplace
redesign.

 Validate the ﬁndings in an industrial setting.
This paper describes a method for beneﬁcial use of RTLS to
analyze product ﬂow through performance evaluation within
multi-item production process. The method has been tested in
the quality control department of a company producing plastic
bumpers and spoilers for passenger cars. The trajectories of the
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products are collected automatically as location data streams. This
data collection is improved by developing a middleware which
pre-ﬁlters redundant data before storing into the database. From
the database we calculate productivity and other key performance
indicators (KPIs) linked with time and motion analysis, such as
cycle time analysis and speed. In a separate study the workﬂow is
redesigned via a simulation model. The redesign step using the
simulation model is only described succinctly, since it is not the
main focus of the paper, but nevertheless it forms an integral part
of the case study. Consequently, the redesign is evaluated with the
previous productivity parameter and KPIs recalculated using
newly obtained RTLS data. The signiﬁcant level of detail of
productivity and KPIs could not be achieved before RTLS with
current measurement tools. This kind of beneﬁcial application of
RFID was up to now largely missing in literature.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; in Section 2,
the background for this study is provided, mainly focusing on
positioning technologies and previous work on asset tracking; in
Section 3, the shop ﬂoor case with the RTLS implementation is
described; in Section 4, the developed middleware is explained; in
Section 5, the research steps that follow data mining and then to
obtain the KPIs are stated; in Section 6, the results are presented and
discussed, and in the last section, the conclusions and future research
are summarized.
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2.2. Existing work and methodological background
RFID systems are used in many ﬁelds such as supply chain,
manufacturing, business processes and warehouse operations
[17–19]. In manufacturing applications, companies have been using
this system mostly for access control [8], inventory management
[3], product quality improvement [20], but rarely for shop ﬂoor
process control in real-time [21]. The manufacturing application
which addresses in-plant logistics is the case discussed in this
empirical study.
Recently RFID technology applications in manufacturing are
focusing on asset tracking in real-time [14,22,21]. We are interested in using trajectories of goods and handling equipment to
optimize asset ﬂows and work organization. The facility layout has
a signiﬁcant impact on shop ﬂoor productivity [21]. Some optimization studies using indoor positioning technologies are discussed
conceptually [23,24], but practically, data streams are not processed or analyzed.
The articles about RFID data acquisition are mostly based on
generating time series of position data [25,26] and the data is
usually analyzed through data cleansing methods [27], adjusting
the monitoring frequency [28] and event extraction [29]. Speciﬁcally, in this research, product workﬂow measurements are converted by RFID middleware into node-arc data [23], and this type
of data is then processed by time analysis and material ﬂow
visualization.

2. Literature study
2.1. Technical background

3. An industrial case study

An RFID system consists of ﬁxed readers and mobile tags that
communicate by messages, sent by the tag’s transponder to
antennas of the readers within the work space boundary [10].
RFID functions as an indoor wireless positioning technology that
determines tag positions with a timestamp. The position is
represented in terms of a set of coordinates [11] and it is basically
estimated by triangulation algorithms that also yield the accuracy
of the measurements.
RFID technology has been mostly used in supply chain settings
[1] (such as warehousing or transport yards) and only recently
emerged for use on the shop ﬂoor. The dense plant environments
with the dynamic production ﬂow need accurate measurements
with high update rates. At the same time it presents a difﬁcult and
challenging environment for electromagnetic waves. Few RFID
systems are built up on low-frequency wave spectrum solutions
[12]. The low-frequency systems provide accurate data, but require
many readers throughout the shop ﬂoor to track sequenced
operations, since the reader-tag proximity is important for the
data update rate [13] and this need for proximity decreases the
usefulness of the wireless feature of the system. Therefore, many
RFID systems are built up on the UHF (Ultra High Frequency) wave
spectrum and WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) solutions [13],
but they do not provide location accuracy of centimeters which is
required for this case. In this case study, Ultra Wide Band (UWB) is
used to track shop ﬂoor operations, which delivers enhanced RTLS
performance in terms of location accuracy, throughput and environmental robustness [14,15]. Ubisense UWB technology was
selected for this study [13]. It provides the appropriate accuracy,
precision and wireless technology solution.
RFID tags are divided into three main categories: passive, semipassive and active. The differences between these types are found
in their frequency limits, detection range, memory space and
battery speciﬁcations [10]. In this case, active tags were used, as
they constantly broadcast strong signals and can communicate
with readers over long ranges of 20 to 100 m [8]. Also, active RFID
yields enhanced communication performance [16].

As part of a collaborative research project on RFID in-plant
logistics, an RTLS object tracking system was used in the QC
(Quality Control) department of a plastic bumper/spoiler manufacturing company in order to evaluate the performance of workﬂow, before and after a redesign. Next, the shop ﬂoor overview,
the RTLS deployment and the simulation model are discussed.
3.1. Shop ﬂoor overview
The characteristics of the QC department and the workﬂow,
before and after the redesign are described in this section.
The department forms a small cell with an area of 375 m2
between a paint shop and the warehouse for ﬁnal part assembly,
with the purpose of assessing the quality of products. The products
are plastic bumpers and spoilers for passenger cars, and there are
32 types of items. The dimension of a bumper is about 1.5 m in
length and 0.5 m in width, and 1.5 m by 0.2 m for a spoiler. Each
product requires one to ﬁve process steps. The process is a low
automated craft job. The workers carry and process unﬁxed,
lightweight and fragile items between work islands. Fig. 1 shows
a cross-section of the QC department. The work units are located
1–2 m from each other. The environment is highly metallic
because of the infrastructure consisting of multi-item carrier skids,
process tables, WIP (work-in-process) conveyor buffers and storing units. The shop ﬂoor can hold up to 52 items as WIP. The
incoming skids carry 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 or 12 pieces depending on the
item type.
The workﬂow follows the process steps shown in Fig. 2. Items
arrive into this department from the paint ﬂoor according to a
production schedule and they are carried by skids which are
moving on a rail. The process is divided into two steps named
QC1 (Quality Control 1) and QC2 (Quality Control 2) respectively.
The process before redesign goes as follows:
1. The pieces on incoming skids are removed by two operators to
conduct a ﬁrst visual quality control. This is carried out either

